



















El	 següent	 projecte	 consisteix	 en	 un	 estudi	 cinemàtic	 del	 desenvolupament	 embrionari	 de	 la	
Drosophila	Melanogaster,	la	coneguda	mosca	de	la	fruita.	Aquest	projecte	forma	part	de	la	feina	del	
professor	Jose	J.	Muñoz	de	la	Universitat	Politècnica	de	Catalunya.	
Un	 algorisme	 per	 calcular	 els	 desplaçaments	 nodals	 d’un	 embrió	 discretitzat	 per	 tècniques	
d’elements	 finits	 ha	 estat	 provat	 i	 calibrat.	 Tanmateix	 s’han	 quantificat	 els	 errors	 en	 els	
desplaçaments	 proporcionats	 per	 l’algorisme	 donat	 que	 s’han	 imposat	 sobre	 les	 imatges	 reals	
diferents	desplaçaments	de	forma	artificial.	
Darrerament,	 s’han	deduït	uns	paràmetres	òptims	pel	 funcionament	 l’algorisme	 	 i	 s’han	provat	en	
imatges	 reals	 per	 proporcionar	 una	 visualització	 intuïtiva	 i	 cuantificativa	 del	 desplaçament	 de	 les	
cèl·lules	de	l’embrió.	









elementos	 finitos	 ha	 sido	 probado	 y	 calibrado.	 Así	 mismo,	 se	 han	 cuantificado	 los	 errores	 en	 los	
desplazamientos	 proporcionados	 por	 el	 algoritmo	 debido	 a	 que	 se	 han	 impuesto	 diferentes	
desplazamientos	de	forma	artificial	sobre	las	imágenes	reales.	
Finalmente	se	han	deducido	los	parámetros	óptimos	para	el	funcionamiento	del	algoritmo	y	se	han	






























































































































































































































































































are	 constantly	 subjected	 to	mechanical	 forces	 generated	 internally	 or	 applied	 externally	 [18].	 This	
forces	 plays	 a	 critical	 role	 in	 biological	 processes	 such	 as	 angiogenesis,	 embryogenesis,	 wound	
healing,	 cancer	metastasis	 etc	 [4]	 .In	 these	processes,	 the	way	 cells	migrate	 and	 interact	with	 the	
adjacent	cells	is	highly	determined	by	the	traction	forces	that	they	exert	on	their	surroundings.	[18]	
[28]	








































The	main	 disadvantage	of	 this	method	was	what	 the	 authors	 called	 physiological	 fluctuation.	 This	





















The	 idea	of	 computing	 the	 traction	 as	 an	 inverse	problem	comes	back	 from	 the	 seminal	 paper	of	
Harris	and	co-workers	[6].	A	thin	elastic	film	over	a	fluid	is	deformed	under	cell	traction	in	a	wrinkled	
pattern,	 as	 shown	 in	 figure	 (a),	 and	 the	 size	 of	 the	 crimps	 is	 correlated	 to	 the	 shear	 load.	
Unfortunately,	 buckling	of	 the	 thin	 film	 is	 an	essentially	non-linear	phenomena	and	a	quantitative	
reconstruction	of	the	exerted	traction	was	difficult	to	accomplish.		
Micah	Dembo	and	co-workers	[7]	show	improvements	in	their	assay	by	using	thin	silicone	films	under	
tension	 and	 thick	 polyacrylamide	 (PAA)	 films	 that	 not	 buckle,	 but	 deform	 smoothly	 under	 cell	
traction,	which	is	shown	in	figure	(b).	Is	easy	to	calculate	traction	forces,	solving	by	inverse	elasticity	
theory	the	recording	movement	of	reference	markers	embedded	into	these	substrates	to	extract	the	
displacement	 field	 [29].	 	 Cell	 exerts	 traction	on	 the	gel.	 The	beds	move	 from	 the	 former	position,	







gauges,	 as	 shown	 in	 figure	 (c).	 Pillars	 should	have	a	 sufficiently	high	aspect	 ratio	 to	deform	under	
cellular	 traction.	 The	main	 disadvantage	 is	 that	 pillars	 also	 present	 topographical	 and	 biochemical	
patterns	to	cells.	
The	last	alternative	should	be	the	use	of	molecular	force	sensors,	as	shown	in	figure	(d).	The	distal	



















exert	 from	the	measurements	of	 the	deformations	u(x)0	 ,	 as	 shown	 in	 figure	4,	 consist	on	
solving	an	inverse	elasticity	problem	that	is	stated	as	a	boundary	value	problem	(BVP),	which	
is	discretized	with	finite	elements,	





To	compute	𝑢!	 ,	optical	methods	are	 the	most	 common	approach.	Here,	 the	next	ones	are	
discuss:	 Digital	 Image	 Correlation	 (DIC),	 Digital	 Volume	 Correlation	 (DVC),	 Particle	 Image	
Velocimetry	(PIV)	and	Kanade	Lucas	Tomasi	feature	tracker,	which	is	related	to	optical	flow.	
2.2.1. Digital	Image	Correlation	(DIC)	
Digital	 Image	Correlation	 is	 the	 process	 of	mapping	 one	 digital	 image	 to	 another,	 either	 as	 a	














point	 using	 a	 single	 pixel,	 an	 area	 with	 multiple	 pixel	 points	 it	 is	 used	 to	 perform	 the	 matching	
process.	This	area	is	usually	called	subset	or	subdomain	and	has	a	unique	light	intensity	(for	example	
gray	scale),	and	it	is	assumed	that	it	does	not	change	during	deformation.		
The	 displacement	 of	 the	 subset	 on	 the	 image	 before	 deformation	 is	 found	 in	 the	 image	 after	
deformation	by	searching	the	area	of	the	same	light	intensity	distribution	with	the	subset.	Once	the	
location	 of	 this	 subset	 in	 the	 deformed	 image	 is	 found,	 the	 displacement	 of	 this	 subset	 can	 be	




Several	 functions	 exist	 to	match	 the	 subset	 from	one	 image	 to	 another.	One	 is	 the	magnitude	 of	
intensity	value	difference,	computed	as:	









𝐶 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑥∗, 𝑦∗ = 𝐹 𝑥, 𝑦 𝐺(𝑥∗, 𝑦∗)𝐹 𝑥, 𝑦 ! 𝐺(𝑥∗, 𝑦∗)!                                                        (Eq. 2. 3)	
Where	 𝐹 𝑥, 𝑦 	 and	 𝐺(𝑥∗, 𝑦∗)	 represent	 the	 gray	 levels	 (or	 the	 correspondent	 light	 intensity	
distribution)	within	the	subset	of	the	undeformed	and	deformed	images. 𝑥, 𝑦 	and	(𝑥∗, 𝑦∗)	are	the	
coordinates	 of	 a	 point	 on	 the	 subset	 before	 and	 after	 deformation.	 The	 coordinate	 (𝑥∗, 𝑦∗)	 after	
deformation	 relates	 to	 the	 coordinate	 𝑥, 𝑦 	 before	 deformation.The	 symbol	 of	 the	 summation	
represents	the	sum	of	the	values	within	the	subset.	
The	 displacement	 components	 are	 obtained	 by	 searching	 the	 best	 set	 of	 the	 coordinates	 after	



















One	of	the	most	 important	aspects	 from	DIC	 is	 that	 its	simplest	approach,	 just	described,	can	only	
provide	 transformations	 in	 terms	of	 integer	values	due	 to	discrete	nature	of	 the	 input	data	 (pixels	





































measures	 internal	 3D	 material	 displacement	 fields	 by	 correlating	 intensity	 patterns	 within	
interrogation	windows.	[20]	
Digital	 volume	 correlation	 measurements	 are	 highly	 dependent	 on	 the	 choice	 of	 interrogation	
window	size,	which	determines	the	spatial	resolution	and	displacement	uncertainty	of	the	generated	
results.	 Both	 of	 these	 parameters,	 namely	 computational	 tractability	 and	 spatial	 resolution,	 are	
















as	 finding	 the	 location	 within	 the	 deformed	 image	 data	 that	 best	 matches	 the	 undeformed	
subvolume.[19]	
	









A	subvolume	 is	a	 region	of	 image	data	centered	on	a	given	 location.	 In	 three	dimensions,	 this	 is	a	
small	cube	of	voxels	image	values.	
The	problem	of	locating	subvolumes	is	formulated	mathematically	as	an	unconstrained	minimization.	




	 min!∈ℜ! 𝐶 𝒈 = 12 {𝐵 𝒑 + 𝒈 +𝒎𝒊 − 𝐴(𝑝 +𝒎𝒊)}!                                                                Eq. 2. 2!!!! 	
	
Where	 𝒑 = 𝑝(𝑠, 𝑟, 𝑐)	 is	 the	 displacement	 measurement	 location	 (center	 of	 an	 undeformed	
subvolume),	𝒈 = 𝑔(𝑟, 𝑠, 𝑐)	is	a	trial	displacement	vector,	𝒎𝒊 = 𝑚!(𝑟, 𝑠, 𝑐)	is	an	offset	to	a	location	
within	subvolume,	𝑤	is	the	number	of	points	within	a	subvolume,	A	are	the	values	from	the	unloaded	
image	data,	 B	 are	 the	 values	 from	 the	 loaded	 image	data	 and	 r,s,c	 are	 the	 slice,	 row	and	 column	
image	coordinates.	
The	 objective	 function	 is	 evaluated	 by	 summing	 the	 squared	 differences	 between	 values	 in	 an	
undeformed	subvolume	A	centered	on	location	p	and	values	in	a	deformed	subvolume	B	offset	from	
this	location	by	a	vector	g.	




aspects.	 First,	 only	 a	 displacement	 formulation	 has	 been	 considered.	 Rigid	 body	 rotations	 and	
subvolume	 strains	 are	 not	 considered	 as	 in	 Digital	 image	 correlation	 in	 interpolation	 aspects.	
Secondly,	 correlation	 procedures	 are	 easier	 by	 the	 sum	 of	 squares	 function,	 which	 made	
minimization	 easier	 by	 Gauss-Newton	 techniques.	 The	 disadvantage	 is	 a	 greater	 sensitivity	 to	




(FIDVC).	 FIDVC	 method	 is	 a	 fast	 and	 3D	 full-field	 measurement	 technique	 for	 determining	 large-
deformation	 internal	displacement	 fields	 in	 soft	materials.	By	utilizing	a	 fast	 Fourier	 transform	FFT	
based	cross-correlation	formulation	 in	conjunction	with	the	 iterative	deformation	method	(IDM).	 It	
can	compute	non	resolvable	deformation	fields	by	the	DVC.	
It	 calculates	 the	3D	displacement	 field	𝒖 = (𝑢𝟏, 𝑢𝟐, 𝑢𝟑)	between	 two	volumetric	 images, 𝐼(𝒙)	 and	




























𝜀 𝒅 = 𝜀 𝑑! ,𝑑! = (𝐴 𝑥, 𝑦 − 𝐵(𝑥 + dx, y + dy))!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!






More	 specifically	 the	 goal	 is	 to	 find	 a	 d	 that	 minimizes	 the	 matching	 function	 𝜀(𝒅).	 To	 find	 the	
optimum:	





	 𝜕𝜀(𝑑)𝜕𝑑 = −2 · 𝐴 𝑥, 𝑦 − 𝐵 𝑥 + dx, y + dy!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!
!!!!!!! · 𝜕𝐵𝜕𝑥  𝜕𝐵𝜕𝑦                 Eq. 2. 5	
	
Let	 us	 substitute	𝐵 𝑥 + dx, y + dy 	 by	 its	 first	 order	 Taylor	 expansion	 about	 the	 optimum	 point	𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑡 = [0 0]! 	
	 𝜕𝜀(𝑑)𝜕𝑑 ≈ −2 · 𝐴 𝑥, 𝑦 − 𝐵 𝑥, 𝑦 − 𝜕𝐵𝜕𝑥  𝜕𝐵𝜕𝑦 𝑑!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!
!!!!!!! · 𝜕𝐵𝜕𝑥  𝜕𝐵𝜕𝑦            Eq. 2. 6	
	
We	can	define	the	next	terms:	
	 𝜕𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦 = 𝐴 𝑥, 𝑦 − 𝐵 𝑥, 𝑦                                                                                                   Eq. 2. 7	
	 ∇𝐼 = 𝐼!𝐼! = 𝜕𝐵𝜕𝑥  𝜕𝐵𝜕𝑦 !                                                                                                               Eq. 2. 8	
	 𝐼! 𝑥, 𝑦 = 𝜕𝐴(𝑥, 𝑦)𝜕𝑥 = 𝐴 𝑥 + 1, 𝑦 − 𝐴(𝑥 − 1, 𝑦)2                                                              Eq. 2. 9	
	 𝐼! 𝑥, 𝑦 = 𝜕𝐴(𝑥, 𝑦)𝜕𝑦 = 𝐴 𝑥, 𝑦 + 1 − 𝐴(𝑥, 𝑦 − 1)2                                                              Eq. 2. 10	
	
So	the	equation	3.9	turns	into:	












because	 of	 the	 first	 order	 Taylor	 approximation	 function.	 It	means	 that	 the	 two	 frames	 are	 small	
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Pyramid	 implementation	 improves	 Lucas	 Tomasi	 feature	 tracker.	 The	 pyramid	 implementation	 is	




As	 in	 Lucas	 Tomasi	 algorithm	 the	 goal	 is	 for	 a	 given	 point	u	 in	 first	 image,	 find	 its	 corresponding	






If	we	 let	𝒈! = 𝑔!!  𝑔!! 	be	 the	 initial	guess	at	 level	L,	 the	 residual	pixel	displacement	vector	 	𝒅! =𝑑!!  𝑑!! 	that	minimizes	the	new	image	matching	error	function	𝜀!	is:	
𝜀 𝒅! = 𝜀 𝑑!!  ,𝑑!! = (𝐼! 𝑥, 𝑦 − 𝐽!(𝑥 + 𝑔!! , y + 𝑔!!))!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!                       Eq. 2. 13	
Where	the	corresponding	point	u(u0)	on	the	pyramidal	image	𝐼!	is	uL,	computed	as:	

































To	 calibrate	 the	 algorithm	 and	 determine	 the	 optimal	 parameters,	 different	 kinds	 of	 artificial	
displacement	 images	 were	 generated.	 For	 the	 first	 versions	 of	 the	 algorithm	 (PIV2-PIV3-PIV4),	
artificial	 images	were	used	to	make	sure	that	 the	program	was	working	correctly.	For	 the	versions	












i=ceil(xpixel/2); %redondea al entero superior 
folder=’/Users/luiscbulnes/Documents/Matlab/TFG/nameTifs/’; %folder where 
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24	 	 	
we will 24olo the tif 
Matrix=zeros(xpixel,ypixel); %crea imagen todo blanco en Gray scale 
for t=1:10 
    for z=1:10 
            if z==t  
                for a=zLz+stainsize)%a y b son los vectores que crean la 
mancha en x e y 
                  for  b=tLz+stainsize) 
                    Matrix(a,b)=255; %pone mancha blanca de 
stainsizxstainsize 
                  end 
                end 
            end 
            name=sprintf([folder,’z%dt%d.tif’],z,t); 
            imwrite(Matrix,name); 
            if z==t 
                for a=z:z+stainsize; 
                    for b=t:z+stainsize 
                Matrix(a,b)=0; %pone el punto 24olor24 otra vez 
                    end 
                end 
            end 





















clear all;close all 










[image1,di8x,di8y,map]=ReadImagespro(folder,t,zmax); %%Return us every z at 
t1 from image8, and sx sy and 25olor map 
Direction=1; % 1=ux, 2=uy, 3=uz 
u=[10 0 0]; % Displ in pixels 
zmax=50; 
image40=zeros(ceil(di8x*0.4),ceil(di8y*0.4));  %%create a new image(all 
zeros) of the 20% of the original oen  
Im=zeros(di8x,di8y); 
for z=1:zmax 
    image=image1(:,:,z); 
    for t=1:tmax 
        image(u(1)+1:di8x,u(2)+1:di8y)=image(1:di8x-u(1),1:di8y-u(2));% 
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matlab index empieza en 0 
        image(1:u(1),: )=0; 
        
image40=image(ceil(di8x*0.3):ceil(di8x*0.7),ceil(di8y*0.3):ceil(di8y*0.7)); 
        name=sprintf([foldersave,’z%dt%d.tif’],z,t); 
        imwrite(image40,map,name); %is important to use the same 26olor map 















It	is	easy	to	understand	how	Z	displacement	works	by	thinking	about	it	as:	𝑧1𝑡1 → 𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠 𝑧2𝑡2	𝑧2𝑡1 → 𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠 𝑧3𝑡2	
…	𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑡2 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠, 𝑧1 𝑑𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡	𝑧2𝑡2 → 𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠 𝑧3𝑡3	𝑧3𝑡2 → 𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠 𝑧4𝑡3	




clear all;close all 
%%%% first we locate the images from image8 to change displaicements 











    imaget1=image1(:,:,z); 
    name=sprintf([foldersave,’z%dt%d.tif’],z,1); 
    imwrite(imaget1,map,name); 
end 
for t=1:tmax-1 
    for z=22:zmax 
        if t>=z+1 %images that are upper z=22 in t1 that are displaced in z 
           name=sprintf([foldersave,’z%dt%d.tif’],z,t+1);    
           imwrite(imagezer,map,name); %is important to use the same 28olor 
ma 
        else 
        image=image1(:,:,z-t+1);%%iamges that are under z=22 in t1 to be 
displaced in z 
        name=sprintf([foldersave,’z%dt%d.tif’],z,t+1); 
        imwrite(image,map,name);  
        end 










computed	 by	 the	 position	 of	 the	 pixels,	 as	 shown	 in	 the	 next	 equation,	 according	 to	 cinematic	
equations,	
𝑥 = 𝑥 + 𝑥! − 𝑥𝑥! − 𝑥! 𝑣!∆𝑡                                                                                         Eq. 4.1	













































clear all;close all 







[image1,di8x,di8y,map]=ReadImagespro(folder,t,zmax); %%Return us every z at 






    image=image1(:,:,z); 
    for t=2:tmax 
        for i=ceil(0.4*di8x):ceil(0.6*di8x) 
            for j=1:di8y 
                %%las x de la nueva imagen del 20% à corresponden a x de 
la imagen total 
                x2=ceil(0.6*di8x); 
                x1=ceil(0.4*di8x); 
                x0=xv(1); 
                xold=ceil(((1-(8.53*t/(x2-x0+1)))^-1)*(i-x2*8.53*t/(x2-
x0+1))); 
                image60(i,j)=image(xold,j); 
            end 
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        end 
        
image20=image60(ceil(di8x*0.4):ceil(di8x*0.6),ceil(di8y*0.4):ceil(di8y*0.6)
); 
        name=sprintf([foldersave,’z%dt%d.tif’],z,t); 
        imwrite(image20,map,name); %is important to use the same 31olor map 







MainPIV	 algorithm,	which	 has	 been	 developed	 by	 José	 J	Muñoz,	 is	 used	 to	 retrieve	 displacement	
from	3D	correlation	and	also	provides	output	to	GID.	
The	algorithm	is	divided	into	different	functions.	We	will	talk	about	functions	that	provide	geometry	















% Select folder where Tifs are located.  
machine=computer; 
if strcmp(machine(1:3),'MAC') 
    if Set.Compression 
        name='/Users/luiscbulnes/Documents/MATLAB/TFG/Dispacumulado/'; 
    end 
    if Set.Xdisplacement  
        name='/Users/luiscbulnes/Documents/MATLAB/TFG/Dispimage8Luis20/'; 
        %name='/Users/luiscbulnes/Documents/MATLAB/TFG/Dispimage8Luis40/'; 
    end 





xpixel=103;       %no. of pixels in x %%Cambia si usamos el 40 
ypixel=205;       %no. of pixels in y  
zpixel=50;    %no. of pixels in z (Z-planes) 
Lx=188.93;         % Physical dimension of whole domain 
Ly=377.86; 
Lz=50;                
% Oeverlapping between boxes.  
% 0=no overalpping, 0.5=half of sx,sy and sz overlaps. Must be 0<= ov <= 
0.9 
% Size of domains sx...sz are not modified; more domains will be used if 
ov>0  




% max(pixels_in_subdomain)<tol_u*max(pixels_in_image)  
% 
% skip computation velocity. 
Tol_u=0.5;  
% Tol_C=Tolerance for output of displacements and correlation. Only values 
with 
% correaltion>Tol_C*max(correlation) 
% will be printed and processes for Material displacements. 
% Tol_C=0.5; 

















WriteGIDImages=true;% true=Write files for visualising whole images in GID 
The	output	will	be	.*res	and	.*msh	file	to	GID.	































Then	 if	 	 	 PIV=true;	 PIV_CNS	 is	 called.	 PIV_CNS	 function	 is	 the	 main	 function	 to	 retrieve	 the	
displacements.	






The	basic	principle	 for	PIV_CNS	as	 in	DVC,	 is	matching	 the	same	 image	voxel	points	 located	 in	 the	
reference	volume	image	and	the	deformed	volume	image	to	retrieve	its	displacement	vector.	We	use	









𝐶𝐶 𝑢, 𝑣,𝑤 = 𝐼! 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 𝐼! 𝑥 + 𝑢, 𝑦 + 𝑣, 𝑧 + 𝑤                                                      Eq. 4.3!,!,! 	
This	 and	 the	 displacement	 mapping	 function	 are	 done	 by	 xcorr3.mexmaci64	 for	 mac	 or	
xcorr3.mexw64	for	windows.	
Previously,	 the	 displacement	 nodes	 along	 each	 direction	 in	 the	 whole	 images	 need	 to	 by	 define,	
because	they	will	be	our	interrogation	points.		
This	is	done	by	the	same	output	to	GID	functions	that	we	saw	in	4.4.3.	
It	 is	 possible	 to	 understand	 that	 PIV_CNS	 construct	 the	mesh	 geometry,	 to	 get	 the	 interrogation	





























































Subdomain	dimensions	 sx,sy	and	sz	define	 the	dimensions	of	 	 reference	volume	and	 interrogation	
















Two	 errors	 function	 has	 been	 developed,	 Calculoerrores.m	 and	 ErroresAcumDispl.m,	 for	
Xddisplacement	and	Zdisplacement,	and	Compression	displacement	respectively.	














from	PIV_CNS	and	the	imposed	displacement:	𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 + 𝑢0 − 𝑢(𝑛, : )                                                                  Eq. 4.6	

















 u0=u0.*[Lx/xpixel Ly/ypixel Lz/zpixel]; %change betweeen mm and pixels, 
zMin=22 
 u=Grid2Mat(ux(:,:,:,1),uy(:,:,:,1),uz(:,:,:,1));  
 Error=zeros(size(u,2),tmax-tmin); %tmax-tmin 
for t=tmin:tmax-1 % Loop on computed velocities, not available images,(from 
tmin) 
    u=Grid2Mat(ux(:,:,:,t),uy(:,:,:,t),uz(:,:,:,t));  
    u(uMask(:,t)==0,:)=[];  
    nodes=size(u,1); 
    for n=1:nodes 
       Error(:,t)=...    % 
       Error(:,t)+abs(u0-u(n,:))';  
    end 











matrix,	 which	 has	 the	 nodal	 coordinates,	 is	 needed.	 Here	 the	 imposed	 displacement	 u0	 will	 be	
computed	following	figure	4.6.	
	









 u=Grid2Mat(ux(:,:,:,1),uy(:,:,:,1),uz(:,:,:,1));  
 Error=zeros(size(u,2),tmax-tmin); %tmax-tmin  
for t=tmin:tmax-1 % Loop on computed velocities, not available images,(from 
tmin) 
    u=Grid2Mat(ux(:,:,:,t),uy(:,:,:,t),uz(:,:,:,t));  
    XpreMask=X; 
    u(uMask(:,t)==0,:)=[];  
    XpreMask(uMask(:,t)==0,:)=[];  
    nodes=size(u,1); 
    for n=1:nodes 
        u0x=((512-X(n,1))/512)*8.53; %already in mm 
        u0=[u0x 0 0]; 
        %u0=[u0x 0 0].*[Lx/xpixel Ly/ypixel Lz/zpixel]; 
        Error(:,t)=...    %Error(:,tmax-t)  %%El error esta en mm!!!!! 
       Error(:,t)+(abs(u0-u(n,:))/(sqrt((u0(1)^2)+(u0(2)^2)+(u0(3)^2))))';  
    end 





















































Errors	 plots	 and	 some	 GID	 results,	 for	 the	 optimal	 and	 worst	 parameters	 in	 the	 specific	 type	 of	










































Thanks	 to	 GID	 it	 is	 easy	 to	 visualize	 the	 computed	 displacements,	 and	 intuitive	 understanding	 of	
errors	obtained.		





































Thanks	 to	 GID	 it	 is	 easy	 to	 visualize	 the	 computed	 displacements,	 and	 intuitive	 understanding	 of	
errors	obtained.		








































































































are	 shown	next.	 It	 is	 important	 to	 note	 that	 for	 each	plotted	dimension	 the	 error	 scale	 (y	 axis)	 is	




















































Nodes	 are	 not	 showed	 in	 the	 above	 picture	 due	 to	 it	 was	 not	 possible	 to	 observe	 all	 the	
displacements.	The	visualization	is	better	only	with	the	geometry	shape.	It	provide	a	quick	view	of	the	






Digital	 Volume	 Correlation	 and	 also	 Particle	 Image	 Velocimetry	 techniques	 were	 completely	
understand.	This	provides	the	concepts	for	MainPIV	algorithm	written	by	Jose	J.	Muñoz,	which	can	
easily	compute	nodal	displacements	that	can	be	applied	to	retrieving	cell	forces.	
An	 error	 analysis	 has	 been	 done	 in	 order	 to	 understand	 how	 the	 different	 parameters	 affect	 the	
algorithm	 work	 and	 with	 the	 objective	 to	 calibrate	 and	 try	 to	 deduce	 optimal	 parameters	 to	 be	
applied	to	the	real	images.	
It	 is	 easy	 to	 see	 from	 the	 previous	 error	 figures	 that	 for	 the	 different	 artificial	 displacements,	 in	
general,	the	errors	in	the	40	%	central	subdomain	are	lower	than	for	the	central	20%,	which	could	be	











It	 also	 can	 be	 observed	 that	 if	 subdomain	 size	 increase,	 a	more	 take	 stance	 overlapping	 value	 is	
needed	because	half	overlapping	value	used	to	present	worst	results	for	large	subdomain	size	values.	
A	special	error	minimum	was	found	in	the	case	of	X	and	Z	Displacement	for	the	central	40%	images	in	












the	 best	 work	 is	 always	 performed	 for	 half	 overlapping	 value	 and	 an	 increase	 or	 decrease	 of	
overlapping	value	results	in	worst	performance	except	for	larger	subdomain	size	values,	where	bigger	
overlapping	were	needed.	










In	 the	next	 table	 engineering	 costs	 are	described,	 taking	 into	 account	 the	 status	 and	 the	 inverted	
hours	for	the	project.	
Name	 Status	 Euros/hour	 Hours	 Price	(Euros)	




The	 costs	 related	 to	 the	 documentation	 production	 are	 described	 in	 the	 next	 table,	 taking	 into	
account	the	status	and	the	inverted	hours	for	the	project.	
Name	 Status	 Euros/hour	 Hours	 Price	(Euros)	
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%-----Main to plot errors to different kinds of displacemnt 
%----------------------------------------------------------- 
%----------------------------------------------------------- 
%by Luis Constan and using scripts and functions by Jose J MuÒoz 
clearvars 















Tol_Cv=[0.1 0.2 0.5]; %Tol_Cvector falta 0.5!!!!!x  
Tol_Cmax=length(Tol_Cv); 
sxv=10:5:40;  %20:5:30; 
sxmax=length(sxv); 




%%Set imposed velocity 
% 
if Set.Zdisplacement 
   u0=[0 0 1]; % Imposed velocity in case of Z displacement 
end 
if Set.Xdisplacement || Set.Compression 
    u0=[10 0 0]; % Imposed velocity in case of X displacement, for 
Compression it wont be used 
end 






    Tol_C=Tol_Cv(Tol_Ci); 
    for ovi=1:ovmax 
        ov=ovv(ovi); 
        for sxi=1:sxmax 
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            sx=sxv(sxi); 
            sy=sx; 
            sz=ceil(sx/2); %% por ahora definimos sz como la mitad de sx 
            %%seria interesante realizar estudio de error con sz tambiÈn. 
            %%call to PIV to get displacements 
            
[ux,uy,uz,uMask,tmax,X]=PIVLuis(ov,sx,sy,sz,Tol_C,tmin,tmax,Set); %X solo 
para el acumulad 
            if Set.Zdisplacement 
               
[xpixel,ypixel,zpixel,Lx,Ly,Lz,Tol_u,name]=ParametersArtificialDisplZ(Set
); 
            elseif Set.Xdisplacement 
                
[xpixel,ypixel,zpixel,Lx,Ly,Lz,Tol_u,name]=ParametersArtificialDispl(Set)
; 
            else 
                
[xpixel,ypixel,zpixel,Lx,Ly,Lz,Tol_u,name]=ParametersArtificialCompressio
n(); 
            end 
            %%----------------------------- 
            %%Compute errors as function of kind of displac. 
            if Set.Xdisplacement || Set.Zdisplacement 
                
Errores(:,:,sxi,ovi,Tol_Ci)=Calculoerrores(ux,uy,uz,uMask,u0,tmin,tmax,xp
ixel,ypixel,zpixel,Lx,Ly,Lz); 
            end 
            if Set.Compression 
                
Errores(:,:,sxi,ovi,Tol_Ci)=ErroresAcumDispl(ux,uy,uz,uMask,tmin,tmax,xpi
xel,ypixel,zpixel,Lx,Ly,Lz,X); 
            end 
            %%------------------------------ 
            iteracion=iteracion+1 
        end 
    end 
end 
[Error]=Acumulatederrorint(Errores,dim,Tol_Cmax,ovmax,sxmax,tmin,tmax); 
for dimindex=1:dim  
    figure; 
    title(sprintf('Dim=',dimindex)); 
    for Tol_Ci=1:Tol_Cmax 
        subplot(1,3,Tol_Ci); 
        for ovi=1:ovmax 
            plot(sxv,Error(dimindex,:,ovi,Tol_Ci)); 
            axis([10 40 0 0.1]); 
            hold on 
        end 
        title(sprintf('Tol_C=%f',Tol_Cv(Tol_Ci))); 
        
legend(sprintf('ov=%f',ovv(1)),sprintf('ov=%f',ovv(2)),sprintf('ov=%f',ov
v(3))); 
        xlabel('sx in pixels'); 
        ylabel('Error in %'); 
        ylim manual; 
        hold off 







% Converted to function by L Constant                  %%ad zMin as imput 
% to vz 
% Script for retrieving displacement field from 3D correlation and 
% generation of output for GID post-processing. 
% 
% Script assumes a folder with name 'nameTifs' with a set of tif images 
that 
% contains the z planes. Each tif file is named as: 
% 
% z1t1.tif   : first  cross-section at time t1 
% z2t1.tif   : second cross-section at time t1 
% ... 
% z1t2.tif   : first cross-section at time t2 
% ... 
% Jose Munoz, 2016 
%  
%zMin is necessary for the displacements at vz 
  
SetPaths(); 











%%Set Kind of Displacement 
% 
if Set.Zdisplacement 
















WriteGIDImages=false;% true=Write files for visualising whole images in 
GID 






%  Initialise VARIABLES and call relevant functions 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% 
Set.Inverse=false;     % Use inverse analysis to complete displacements 
on domain 
Set.Lagrangian=false;  % Compute and visualise tractions on deformed 
shape 
Set.FilterDisp=false; % Compute  displacements for only those elements 
that have a correlation > Tol_e*max(correlation) 
%Set.FilterImages=[4 4 2];  % Image is low resoluted by averaging values 
in boxes of size (in pixels) in Set.FilterImages 
                             % If Set.Images(i)==1, no filtering in 
direction i 
if ~exist('name','var') 
    error('No name variable is defined. Check parameters file.'); 
end 
  
% Get sizes automatically if necessary 
if ~exist('xpixel','var') || ~exist('ypixel','var') || 
~exist('zpixel','var') || ~exist('tmax','var') 
    [xpixel0,ypixel0,zpixel0,tmax0]=GetSizes(name); 
    if ~exist('xpixel','var') 
        xpixel=xpixel0; 
    end 
    if ~exist('ypixel','var') 
        ypixel=ypixel0; 
    end 
    if ~exist('zpixel','var') 
        zpixel=zpixel0; 
    end 
    if ~exist('tmax','var') 
        tmax=tmax0; 
    end 
end 
if ~exist('tmin','var') 
    tmin=1; 
end 
if ~exist('Lx','var') || ~exist('Ly','var') || ~exist('Lz','var') 
    Lx=xpixel; 
    Ly=ypixel; 
    Lz=zpixel; 
end 
% Remove 'Tif' from ending of name 
nametifs=[]; 
if strcmp(name(end-2:end),'tif')==1 || strcmp(name(end-2:end),'Tif')==1 
    nametifs=name(end-2:end); 
    name=name(1:end-3); 
elseif strcmp(name(end-3:end),'tifs')==1 || strcmp(name(end-
3:end),'Tifs')==1 || ... 
        strcmp(name(end-3:end),'tiff')==1 || strcmp(name(end-
3:end),'Tiff')==1 
    nametifs=name(end-3:end); 
    name=name(1:end-4); 
elseif strcmp(name(end-4:end),'tiffs')==1 || strcmp(name(end-
4:end),'Tiffs')==1 
    nametifs=name(end-4:end); 





% Default paramters 
% 
% Tol_C: Tolerance for considering applied displacements in Inverse when 
Set.Inverse=1. Only values with 
% correaltion>Tol_C*max(correlation) 
% will be considered as applied displacements. 
if ~exist('Tol_C','var') 
    Tol_C=0.4; 
end 
% Tol_u: Tolerance for analysing subdomain. If 
% max(pixels_in_subdomain)<tol_u*max(pixels_in_image) 
% skip computation velocity. 
if ~exist('Tol_u','var') 
    Tol_u=0.4; 
end 
% Tol_e: Tolerance for assigning finite element in inverse analysis to 
% subdomain. If for a node i 
% conc(i)>Tol_e*max(conc) 
% all elements attached to node i will be considered when 
Set.FilterDisp=1. 
if ~exist('Tol_e','var') 
    Tol_e=0.1; 
end 
% Oeverlapping between boxes. 
% 0=no overalpping, 0.5=half of sx,sy and sz overlaps. Must be 0<= ov <= 
0.9 
% Size of domains sx...sz are not modified; more domains will be used if 
ov>0 
if ~exist('ov','var') 
    ov=0.5; 
end 
if ov<0 
    ov=0; 
elseif ov>1 
    fprintf('Overlapping must be <=0.9, but has been set to %f. 
Overalpping has been set 0.9\n',ov) 




%  FilterImages is necessary 
if ~isfield(Set,'FilterImages') 
    Set.FilterImages=[1 1 1]; 
end 
if max(Set.FilterImages)>1 
    folderIn=name; 
    name=strcat(folderIn,'Filter'); 
    [xpixel,ypixel,zpixel]=Filter(folderIn,name,Set.FilterImages); 
end 
% Write Images for GID 
if WriteGIDImages 
    if ~exist('xMin','var') 
        xMin=1; 
    end 
    if ~exist('xMax','var') 
        xMax=xpixel; 
    end 
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    if ~exist('yMin','var') 
        yMin=1; 
    end 
    if ~exist('yMax','var') 
        yMax=ypixel; 
    end 
    if ~exist('zMin','var') 
        zMin=1; 
    end 
    if ~exist('zMax','var') 
        zMax=zpixel; 
    end 
    trim=[xMin xMax yMin yMax zMin zMax]; 
    
Tifs2GID(name,nametifs,Lx,Ly,Lz,tmin,tmax,xpixel,ypixel,zpixel,trim,Set); 
end 
% PIV analysis 
% BEST SETTINGS so far with experimental data and applied displacement of 
10 pixels: 
% Uz=4 
%  sx=sy=10, sz=5; si must be same order of displacement. N=0 in xcorr3 
% Ux=Uy=10 
%  sx=sy=15, sz=10; si must be same order of displacement.N>0 in xcorr3 
%  Set.Tol_C=Set.Tol_u=0.5, Set.Inverse=1, Set.FilterDisp=0. 
%  The lower values of Tol_C, the more displacemetn data is achieved 
%  Tol_C give more 
% [Ux Uy Uz] from experimental first 2 values 
%  FilterImages=[4 4 2]; 
%  sx=sy=15, sz=10; si must be same order of displacement.N>0 in xcorr3 
%  Set.Tol_C=0.4,Set.Tol_u=0.5, Set.Inverse=1, Set.FilterDisp=0. 
% Create displacement field from 3D correlation (this may take long, 17 
% hours in 1024x1024x31 pixel domain with 31 time-steps on Mac 2015) 
if PIV 
    % Size of subdomains 
    if ~exist('sx','var') 
        sx=15; 
    end 
    if ~exist('sy','var') 
        sy=15; 
    end 
    if ~exist('sz','var') 
        sz=10; 
    end 
    % If filtering is applied, reduced sx,sy,sz accordingly: 
    if max(Set.FilterImages)>1 
        sx=floor(sx/Set.FilterImages(1)); 
        sy=floor(sy/Set.FilterImages(2)); 
        sz=floor(sz/Set.FilterImages(3)); 
    end 
    % Make sure subdomain boxes are smaller than total domain 
    if sx>xpixel 
        fprintf('Subdomain size sx is larger than xpixel. Value of sx has 
been set to xpixel.\n') 
        sx=xpixel; 
    end 
    if sy>ypixel 
        fprintf('Subdomain size sy is larger than xpixel. Value of sy has 
been set to ypixel.\n') 
        sy=ypixel; 
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    end 
    if sz>zpixel 
        fprintf('Subdomain size sz is larger than xpixel. Value of sz has 
been set to zpixel.\n') 
        sz=zpixel; 
    end 
    % Add acces to inverse 
    Set.Tol_C=Tol_C; 
    Set.Tol_u=Tol_u; 
    Set.Tol_e=Tol_e; 
    L=[Lx Ly Lz]; 
    pSizes=[xpixel ypixel zpixel]; 
    sSizes=[sx sy sz]; 










%%%%%%%function to convert Errores matrix which dimensions are 
%%%%%%%3x(tmax-tmin)xvar, where var is the parameter that we are changing 
%%%%%%%for the study of the error 
Error=zeros(dim,sxmax,ovmax,Tol_Cmax); 
% Error=sum(Errores,2);%/(tmax-tmin+1) 
for Tol_Ci=1:Tol_Cmax  %var1 es la variable mas exterior. 
    for ovi=1:ovmax 
        for sxi=1:sxmax 
            for dimIndex=1:dim 
                for t=tmin:tmax-1 
                
Error(dimIndex,sxi,ovi,Tol_Ci)=Error(dimIndex,sxi,ovi,Tol_Ci)+Errores(dim
Index,t,sxi,ovi,Tol_Ci); 
                end 
            end 
        end 














%% PIV using 3d coorelation of tif images 
% 
% INPUT: 
% name = name of folder with images. 
% Lx,Ly,Lz = size of domain in microns 
% ov = overlapping between boxes in relative size. Default is 1.5. 
% sx,sy,sz = size of boxes for 3D correlation 
% xpixel, ypixel,zpixel.... = domain of images in pixels 
% will be created on subdomain. 
% 
% OUTPUT: writes in file 'name.mat' variables 
% ux(i,j,k,t) =X displacement at subdomain (i,j,k) and time t 
% uy(i,j,k,t) =Y displacement at subdomain (i,j,k) and time t 
% uz(i,j,k,t) =Z displacement at subdomain (i,j,k) and time t 
% c(i,j,k,t)  =correlation at subdomain (i,j,k) and time t. The higher c, 
% the better the computation of displacement at this subdomain. 
% 
% DESCRIPTION 
% Subdomain dimensions in pixels is given in variable sx,sy,sz below. 
% Function assumes a folder with name 'nameTifs' with a set of tif images 
that 
% contains the z planes. Each tif file is named as: 
% 
% z1t1.tif   : first  cross-section at time t1 
% z2t1.tif   : second cross-section at time t1 
% ... 
% z1t2.tif   : first cross-section at time t2 
% ... 
% LOCAL: 
% X    : Material nodal coordinates (Constant) 
% x    : spatial nodal coordinates 















% Read images 
esc=Esc(); 
if isempty(strfind(name,esc)) 
    folder=pwd; 
    if isempty(nametifs) 
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        folder=strcat(folder,esc,name,'Tifs',esc); 
    else 
        folder=strcat(folder,escc,name,nametifs,esc); 
    end 
else 
    if isempty(nametifs) 
        folder=strcat(name,'Tifs',esc); 
    else 
        folder=strcat(name,nametifs,esc); 
    end 
end 
% Check that tif folder exist 
if ~exist(folder,'dir') 
    folder=strcat(folder(1:end-5),esc); % Remove 'Tifs' at end of string 
end 
% Size of each pixel in microns (um) 
dx=Lx/xpixel; % Size of one pixel in um 
dy=Ly/ypixel; 
dz=Lz/zpixel; 
dx=dx*sx; % size of subdomain in um 
dy=dy*sy; 
dz=dz*sz; 









% Output to GID 
dx=dx*(1-ov); % distance between nodes in um (in correlated space) 
dy=dy*(1-ov); 
dz=dz*(1-ov); 












if nx<=1 || ny<=1 || nz<=1 
    Set.Inverse=0; 
end 




c=zeros(nx,ny,nz,nt); % correlation 
if Set.Inverse 
    cs=zeros(nx,ny,nz); 
    Set.d=dx; 
    Set.h=dz*nz; 
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    Set.E=1000; 
    Set.v=0.3; 






image2=ReadImages(folder,tmin,zpixel,Set); % Read first image 
TolU=Tol_u*max(max(max(image2))); % Compute maximum pixel level. Taken 
from 1st time step 
x=X; % Material coord=Spatial coord 
for t=tmin:tmax-1 % loop on time-steps 
    if t==1 
        cmax=max(max(max(image2))); 
    end 
    image1=image2; 
    image2=ReadImages(folder,t+1,zpixel,Set); 
    for i=1:nx % loop on x boxes 
        id=Sizes(ovx,xpixel,i,sx); 
        for j=1:ny % loop on y boxes 
            jd=Sizes(ovy,ypixel,j,sy); 
            for k=1:nz % loop on z boxes 
                %fprintf('i,j,k=%i, %i, %i\n',i,j,k); 
                kd=Sizes(ovz,zpixel,k,sz); 
                I=image1(id,jd,kd); 
                J=image2(id,jd,kd); 
                %                
[ux(i,j,k,t),uy(i,j,k,t),uz(i,j,k,t),c(i,j,k,t)]=xcorr3j(I,J,TolU); % 
size 2*nx-1,e*ny-1 
                
[ux(i,j,k,t),uy(i,j,k,t),uz(i,j,k,t),c(i,j,k,t)]=xcorr3(I,J,TolU); % Mex 
version 
                if Set.Inverse 
                    cs(i,j,k)=max(max(max(0.5*(I+J)))); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
        fprintf('i=%i/%i. Time Frame=%i/%i. Ellapsed Time:%f 
s\n',i,nx,t,tmax-1,toc) 
    end 
    ux(:,:,:,t)=ux(:,:,:,t)*Lx/xpixel; 
    uy(:,:,:,t)=uy(:,:,:,t)*Ly/ypixel;  %%Mat2grid i veces Lx/xpixel 
    uz(:,:,:,t)=uz(:,:,:,t)*Lz/zpixel; 
    u=Grid2Mat(ux(:,:,:,t),uy(:,:,:,t),uz(:,:,:,t)); % displacements in 
um, not element size 
    [cMask(:,t),u0Mask(:,t)]=MaskCU(Grid2Mat(c(:,:,:,t)),u,Tol_C); 
    if Set.FilterDisp % Filter elements that have all nodes with very low 
correlation 
        [eMask,uMask(:,t)]=MaskE(cmax,Grid2Mat(cs),C,X,Set.Tol_e); % 
Filter elements with nodes that have low correlation 
    end 
    fprintf('Obtained %i dof of a total of 
%i.\n',sum(u0Mask(:,t)>0)*Set.dim,Set.dim*sum(uMask(:,abs(tmin-t)+1)>0)); 
%%Modified por L.Constan, ya que uMask tiene nnodesx2 
    % Compute Mechanical Inverse 
    if Set.Inverse 
        uD=[]; % No Dirichlet 
        if Set.Lagrangian 
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            u=Spat2Lagr(u,x,X,u0Mask(:,t)); 
        end 
        u0=Mat2Dof(u,u0Mask(:,t)); 
        fprintf('Applying inverse analysis.\n') 
        tMask(:,t)=u0Mask(:,t); % Apply loads only at nodes with high 
correlation 
        
[tractions,u]=InverseFEM(Set,C,x,u0,uD,tMask(:,t),eMask,uMask(:,t)); 
        fprintf('Sum 
Ty=%e\n',sum(tractions(tractions(2,:)==2,3))/sum(tMask(:,t))); 
        if Set.Lagrangian 
            uL=Spat2Lagr(u,x,X); 
            x=x+uL; 
        end 
        [tM,tMask(:,t)]=Dof2Mat(Set.dim,Set.nodes,tractions); 
    else 
        tM=[]; 
    end 
    
fid=GIDRes(fid,nameGID,false,t,X,Grid2Mat(c(:,:,:,t)),cMask(:,t),tM,tMask
(:,abs(tmin-t)+1),u,uMask(:,abs(tmin-t)+1),u,u0Mask(:,t)); %%Modified 
tMask and u0Mask 
    if Set.Lagrangian 
        fid=GIDRes(fid,nameGID,false,t,[],[],[],[],[],x-X,uMask(:,t),x-
X,u0Mask(:,t),Set.Lagrangian); 
    end 
end 












%%%%%%%%% Read image on whole domain 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function image=ReadImages(folder,t,zmax,Set) 
if Set.Xdisplacement || Set.Compression 
    initialz=1; 
end 
if Set.Zdisplacement 
    initialz=22; 
end     
file=sprintf('%sz%it%i.tif',folder,initialz,t);  %%cambia para vz 





for z=(initialz+1):zmax             %cambia para vz 
    file=sprintf('%sz%it%i.tif',folder,z,t); 
    image(:,:,z)=double(imread(file)); 
end 
end 
